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“We urgently need every business, investor, city, state and region  

to walk the talk on their net zero promises.  

We cannot afford  slow movers, fake movers  

or any form of greenwashing.” 

 

 

António Guterres, UN Secretary General, 2022 
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Executive summary 

 

Transition planning and disclosure of corporate climate transition plans are fundamental 

prerequisites for effective capital allocation and climate risk management. However, a 

critical gap exists in conceptualizing, setting, and reporting credible, ambitious and feasible 

corporate climate transition plans, raising concerns about greenwashing. This threatens 

consumer protection and financial stability.  

 

We propose a comprehensive conceptual framework with specific indicators to assess the 

integrity and consistency of net-zero transition plans, monitor progress, and identify 

greenwashing risks. These indicators assess integrity and consistency, defined as (1) external 

consistency, i.e. ambition and feasibility, and (2) internal consistency, i.e. credibility of transition 

plans toward achieving a net-zero business strategy and support the net zero economy. The 

suggested indicators have been selected based on quantitative and qualitative review of 28 

different transition plan disclosure and assessment frameworks, aiming to identify “the common 

ground” of these frameworks.  

 

To scale the analysis of transition plans, we also propose a natural language processing 

(NLP)-based tool to automate the extraction and assessment of plans. To this end, 

the framework’s indicator assessments are designed in a straightforward yes/no scheme to 

enable an easy to interpret automated analyses of corporate transition plans and reports. If 

certain indicators are not met, the “no” assessment triggers a red flag.  

 

The screening method is designed to assist financial  institutions in assessing investee 

companies, and financial supervisors alike. Financial institutions can use these red flags to 

assess investee companies’ transition plans, enabling targeted investments in firms supporting 

decarbonization. Financial supervisors can employ red flag indicators to identify vulnerabilities 

within financial institutions and the financial system, supporting transition-resilient finance and 

preventing capital misallocation. 

 

target governance strategy tracking 

headline structure management emissions 

ambition skills high carbon  progress 

coverage accountability low carbon  capex 

pathway incentives balance sheet innovation 

offsetting transparency engagement revenues 

  just transition engagement 

  biosphere  
 
Figure 1: Elements and structure of the transition plan credibility, ambition and feasibility assessment 

framework.  
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1. Introduction 

 

Transition planning and the disclosure of corporate climate transition plans to manage 

climate related risks and the green transition are a prerequisite for effective capital 

allocations in the real economy and financial institutions. In order to achieve a global net 

zero economy, firms must reduce Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions by 2030, while financial 

institutions need to use their investments and influence to make finance flows consistent with a 

pathway that scales up climate mitigation across all sectors and regions.  

 

Climate transition plans are a vital tool to demonstrate to capital markets and stakeholders 

that an organization is committed to achieving a 1.5-degree pathway with no or limited 

overshoot, and that its business model will remain relevant (i.e., profitable) in a net-zero 

carbon economy. Transition plans are forward-looking strategies to align with the transition to a 

sustainable economy, and should work as a compass for market participants to direct their future 

actions and strategies. To be credible, they should be clear, targeted, time-bound, science-based, 

accountable and comparable. Furthermore, they should be compatible with nature goals such as 

the Kumming-Montreal Global Biodiversity Framework, and respect the EU taxonomy’s Do No 

Significant Harm (DNSH) principles. The Glasgow Financial Alliance for Net Zero (GFANZ) 

defines “a credible net-zero transition plan [..] is actionable and focused on near-term action.” 

Many attempts to conceptualize credibility, disclosure items and ambitions of transition plans 

have been undertaken. On the regulatory side, the European Commission1 has just adopted the 

European Sustainability Reporting Standards as a delegated act of the Corporate Sustainability 

Reporting Directive (CSRD), and this act details the components of a corporate climate transition 

plan and of a corporate biodiversity transition plan. In addition, the EU is currently legislating on 

mandatory corporate climate transition plans (or similar) in several other files, including the 

Capital Requirement Directive (for banks), the European Green Bond Standard, and potentially 

Solvency II (for insurers) and the Prospectus regulation and the Listing Act2. The EU regulatory 

framework on mandatory corporate transition plans is therefore evolving very fast; the mandate 

for corporate and financial regulators and supervisors to monitor compliance of supervised 

companies with these new obligations is following.  

 

However, to date, there is a serious gap in the conceptualisation and reporting of 

ambitious, credible, and feasible corporate climate transition plans. This has been 

highlighted by various institutions from NGOs to central banks, including WWF, the Carbon 

Disclosure Project (CDP), the World Benchmarking Alliance (WBA) and the central bankers’ and 

financial supervisors’ Network for Greening the Financial System (NGFS). This is important 

because the lack of a clear framework opens the door to greenwashing, in that companies can, 

for instance, only commit targets that are very unspecific and hard to evaluate. 

The credibility of net-zero transition plans and the connected risk of greenwashing is a 

concern for financial supervision for two main reasons. First, consumer protection 

 
1 A recent Recommendation by the European Commission defines transition plans as follows: “Transition plan mean an aspect of the undertaking’s overall strategy 

that lays out the entity’s targets and actions for its transition towards a climate-neutral or sustainable economy, including actions, such as  reducing its GHG emissions 
in line with the objective of limiting climate change to 1.5°”, see: COMMISSION RECOMMENDATION (EU) 2023/1425 of 27 June 2023 on facilitating finance for the 
transition to a sustainable economy, Official Journal of the European Union, 7 July 2023, L174/19-46.   

2 including the EU Taxonomy Regulation (EU) 2020/852, methodologies set out in the EU Climate Transition Benchmarks, EU Paris-aligned Benchmarks and 

sustainability-related disclosures for benchmarks Regulation (EU) 2019/2089, the Corporate Sustainable Reporting Directive (EU) 2022/2464 and the recently agreed 
European Green Bond Regulation (May 2023). 

https://assets.bbhub.io/company/sites/63/2022/09/Expectations-for-Real-economy-Transition-Plans-September-2022.pdf
https://finance.ec.europa.eu/regulation-and-supervision/financial-services-legislation/implementing-and-delegated-acts/corporate-sustainability-reporting-directive_en
https://finance.ec.europa.eu/regulation-and-supervision/financial-services-legislation/implementing-and-delegated-acts/corporate-sustainability-reporting-directive_en
https://www.wwf.eu/?8046966/Recommendations-for-a-consistent-EU-regulatory-framework-on-corporate-sustainability-targets-and-transition-plans
https://www.ngfs.net/en/communique-de-presse/ngfs-publishes-stock-take-transition-plans
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32023H1425#:~:text=This%20Recommendation%20is%20addressed%20to,finance%20tools%20for%20this%20purpose.
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32023H1425#:~:text=This%20Recommendation%20is%20addressed%20to,finance%20tools%20for%20this%20purpose.
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=celex%3A32020R0852
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=celex%3A32019R2089
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=celex%3A32019R2089
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A32022L2464
https://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9074-2023-INIT/en/pdf
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(conduct). Supervisors should guarantee that consumers are not misguided by non-credible 

claims. Information shall be fair, clear and not misleading. Second, the implications of 

greenwashing for micro- and macrofinancial stability (prudence) through increased physical and 

transition risks.  

 

Consumer protection is closely related to conduct considerations. For example, the 

Proposal for the EU Green Claims Directive states that “if environmental claims are not reliable, 

comparable and verifiable, consumers and other market actors cannot fully leverage their 

purchasing decisions to reward better environmental performance. Similarly, the lack of reliable, 

comparable and verifiable information hinders incentives for optimising environmental 

performance, which would typically go hand in hand with efficiency gains and cost savings for 

companies along the supply chain as well.”  

Micro and macrofinancial stability risks can arise if greenwashing is not properly 

identified. Greenwashing can undermine the effectiveness of prudential policies as market 

participants would be able to circumvent regulations by hiding, for instance, their climate footprint. 

Furthermore, supervisors might not be able to identify early on the likely transition pathway the 

economy has entered, which can have important implications for financial stability. Indeed, past 

climate scenario analyses and stress tests conducted by the ECB and the Bank of England have 

shown that orderly transition pathway, in which climate policies are introduced early and gradually 

become more stringent, bear considerably less financial risks than disorderly transition 

pathways.  

Financial supervisors have started to understand the importance of transition plans for 

financial institutions and corporations. For example, the NGFS stated in its recent transition 

plan review: “Micro-prudential authorities seek to understand a financial institution’s strategy to 

prepare/respond to the risks associated with climate change. Transition plans could help these 

authorities understand the transition risks an institution may be exposed to as a result of its 

strategy, risk appetite and corresponding risk management framework. Similarly, corporate 

transition plans provide financial institutions with valuable information on their counterparties’ 

future trajectory, which in turn can inform financial institutions’ own strategy, risk appetite and risk 

management.” 

We propose a conceptual framework to address this gap, outlining specific indicators for 

financial institutions and financial supervisors to assess transition plans, monitor the 

progress against net-zero targets and identify greenwashing risks. This concept note aims 

to identify indicators to assess integrity and consistency, defined as (1) external consistency, i.e. 

ambition and feasibility, and (2) internal consistency, i.e. credibility of transition plans toward 

achieving a net-zero business strategy and support the net zero economy. The suggested 

indicators have been selected based on quantitative and qualitative review of 28 different 

transition plan disclosure and assessment frameworks, aiming to identify “the common ground” 

of these frameworks.The approach proposed is based on the usage of “red flag indicators” to 

signal that transition plans perform particularly inferior against some of the selected criteria. The 

objective is to define a methodology based on a “common ground” framework to assess the 

ambition, credibility and feasibility of transition plans toward achieving a net zero economy, which 

can be used by financial institutions at the time of assessing investee companies, and financial 

supervisors alike. 

 

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=COM%3A2023%3A0166%3AFIN
https://www.bankingsupervision.europa.eu/banking/tasks/stresstests/html/index.en.html
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/stress-testing
https://www.ngfs.net/sites/default/files/medias/documents/stocktake_on_financial_institutions_transition_plans.pdf
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The identified criteria will enable financial institutions to assess the investees’ transition 

plans, while the “red flag indicators” will guide targeted shareholders engagements. This 

approach enables targeted investment towards firms that can support the transition to a low-

carbon economy.  

 

Financial supervisors can use the “red flag indicators” to identify vulnerabilities within 

financial institutions’ books and to enter targeted micro-prudential dialogues and 

incorporate them in their general supervisory processes. The conceptual framework 

proposed in this note and the indicators identified aim to support transition-resilient finance, and 

prevent capital misallocation (maltransition finance), which is associated with higher transition 

risks for individual firms, financial institutions and the financial system. In addition, the red flag 

approach could be used to inform capital and/or liquidity requirements in the Basel framework. 

Market conduct authorities could also use the proposed framework to inform their interventions. 

 

 

 

2. Background 

 

Inconsistencies in transition plan and greenwashing are two closely related issues. Both 

problems have been targeted from various perspectives with differing key concerns. We provide 

an overview of the status quo about the concepts and debates regarding greenwashing, transition 

planning, transition plans, and the financial supervisors’ interests in the issues based on conduct 

and prudential perspectives.  

 

2.1 Greenwashing 

Several identification methods of greenwashing exist. An initial distinction can be done 

between absolute and relative indicators for greenwashing. In the first category, one option is to 

identify what is ‘green’, another one is to outline what is ‘always dirty’ and thereby never possible 

to be ‘green’. For example, the EU Taxonomy defines environmentally sustainable activities 

(“green activities”) as well as activities that cause significant harm (‘Do-no-significant harm’), and 

the EU Sustainable Finance Disclosure Regulation (SFDR) identifies criteria for fossil fuel related 

companies in the delegated acts. Relative indicators allow to flag higher risks of greenwashing, 

rather than assert definitively if greenwashing is present or not. Finally, it is possible to require 

companies to provide justifications for all activities labelled as green. This would enable third 

parties to assess whether they agree with the definition that was applied or not.  

Greenwashing within financial markets can happen at different levels. Either at financial 

product level, or individual institution (real economy or financial) as well as at the level of the 

interaction between investors with the investee companies (e.g. engagement, voting practices, 

lobbying activities). 
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Greenwashing can materialize in several ways. The literature refers to greenwashing as the 

practice of communicating misleading statements, obfuscation of information, and diversion from 

actual sustainability performance (Carmichael et al., 2023). For instance, Planet Tracker identifies 

various greenwashing-related activities, and classifies these into six categories: Greencrowding, 

Greenlighting, Greenshifting, Greenlabelling, Greenrinsing, and Greenhushing. More generally, 

greenwashing includes a) information, which is not wrong, but misleading or overstating certain 

effects, b) information which is too generic, and c) information about targets which are in itself not 

ambitious or aligned with broader goals. In most cases, a combination of the various elements 

are observed for greenwashers. Greenwashing can be intentional or unintentional.  

With regards to consumer protection, financial supervisors are providing first definitions 

of greenwashing. For example, the Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority (FINMA) 

mentions that “greenwashing refers to the practices of investors that consciously or unconsciously 

mislead their clients about the sustainable characteristics of financial products and services”. The 

Stakeholder Group (SMSG) to the European Securities and Markets Authorities (ESMA) 

recommends ESMA to adopt the following definition: “the practice of misleading investors, notably 

(but not limited to) in the context of gaining an unfair competitive advantage, by making an 

unsubstantiated ESG claim about a financial product or service”. Similar definitions are used 

referring to ‘greenwashing’ regarding consumer goods, services, etc. (See, for instance, the latest 

case brought forward by the Swiss consumers protection agency against 11 companies.) 

While this definition is correct, ‘greenwashing’ is more multifaceted and has further 

reaching implications in the context of financial flows. This holds especially true for the so 

far under-researched implications of greenwashing for micro- and macrofinancial stability, i.e. the 

prudence aspect of greenwashing. In what follows, we try to shed some light on the additional 

dimensions of greenwashing and how they relate to financial supervision.  

There are many risks associated with greenwashing. Amongst others there is a 

microprudential risk of financial institutions investing in so-called green projects, companies, 

where over time it becomes clear that these were not (e.g., DWS). This can create transition risks 

which, again, result in financial risks influencing potentially the stability of the financial firm, thus 

translating into macro-financial risk. Furthermore, this can slow down the transformation of the 

economy, which will again result in increased risks, as the interventions need to be more drastic. 

On the conduct side, greenwashing is the deception of the client and thereby the consumer of a 

financial product has not been protected. Other risks are that there is a loss of trust in the financial 

markets, that financial actors have increased litigation and reputation risks, which again influence 

the profitability and stability of a financial institution.  

 

Consequently, financial institutions are increasingly concerned about the reputation and 

litigation risk dimension of greenwashing, which might translate into financial risks. For 

example, HSBC states in the risk section of its latest annual that it is exposed to greenwashing 

in three main dimensions: (1) Accurate reporting of the net-zero progress, (2) inappropriate green 

product marketing, (3) failure to monitor clients’ climate commitments. However, research by EY 

has shown that only a small fraction of the FTSE100 have published credible net zero plans, 

which exposes them to possible litigation risks as identified by HSBC.  

 

https://ssir.org/articles/entry/sustainability_assurance_as_greenwashing
https://planet-tracker.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/01/Greenwashing-Hydra-3.pdf
https://www.finma.ch/en/~/media/finma/dokumente/dokumentencenter/myfinma/4dokumentation/finma-aufsichtsmitteilungen/20211103-finma-aufsichtsmitteilung-05-2021.pdf?sc_lang=en&hash=7F911020E829EA5910FF903AF851B2F3
https://www.esma.europa.eu/press-news/esma-news/esas-put-forward-common-understanding-greenwashing-and-warn-risks
https://www.konsumentenschutz.ch/medienmitteilungen/zwoelf-beschwerden-wegen-greenwashing/
https://www.konsumentenschutz.ch/medienmitteilungen/zwoelf-beschwerden-wegen-greenwashing/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/deutsche-bank-dws-offices-in-frankfurt-searched-over-greenwashing-claims-11654004574
https://www.hsbc.com/-/files/hsbc/investors/hsbc-results/2022/annual/pdfs/hsbc-holdings-plc/230221-risk-review-2022-ara.pdf
https://www.ey.com/en_uk/news/2023/04/only-five-percentage-of-ftse-100-have-published-net-zero-plans
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2.2 Transition Planning and Transition Plans 

 

Greenwashing concerns and credibility in the context of climate transition claims and 

planning have early been discussed by various non-governmental initiatives. In 2020, 

Climate Bonds Initiative published a whitepaper (CBI, 2020) defining credible transition principles 

(i.e. 1.5 degree aligned, front loaded, no offsets) and the CBI guidance (the Hallmarks) for what 

needs to be included in a credible transition plan. The Climate Bonds Certification Standard 

(CBS4) allows for entity transition plans to be certified as currently 1.5 degree aligned or aligned 

by 2030. The verification is done by an independent 3rd party and the company needs to have a 

plan that meets the sector specific criteria that CBI publishes.  The Global Risk Institute published 

a list of possible greenwashing claims, and guiding questions that could help third parties to 

assess the credibility and ambition of an environmental claim on a case-by-case basis. Various 

initiatives started to develop and communicate criteria for credible and ambitious transition plans. 

We can distinguish disclosure frameworks (TCFD, Climate Policy Initiative), disclosure standards 

accounted for in legislation like in the Corporate Sustainability Reporting Directive (CSRD) (such 

as UK Transition Plan Task Force or the European Sustainability Reporting Standards (ESRS)), 

and target setting and assessment methodologies (such as the French ACT initiative created in 

2015). External assessments have been conducted for example by the Transition Pathways 

Initiative and the World Benchmarking Alliance. Moreover, the topic has been covered by WWF 

in several publications (see, for instance, at international level WWF (a), in the United Kingdom 

in WWF(b) and at European level in WWF (c)). 

 

So far, attempts to counter greenwashing and inconsistencies in corporate transition 

plans usually require better and more comparable disclosures. They have been requesting 

greater product transparency (prospectus, contracts, half yearly reporting, etc.), demand that the 

sustainability of the financial product is discussed at the point of sale and thereby the customer 

is sufficiently aware of what she/he is buying.  

 

Various international policy initiatives are currently developing approaches to ensure 

climate transition plan credibility and ambition. The UN has set up a High-Level Expert Group 

on the Net-Zero Emissions Commitments of Non-State Entities, which just published its 

recommendations to assess the credibility of net zero promises and prevent greenwashing. The 

NGFS started to assess the role of supervisors and better disclosures in assessing financial 

institutions’ transition plans, in cooperation with the GFANZ’s guidance for financial firms. GFANZ 

also spelled out core real economy transition plan expectations which are required as datapoint 

inputs for financial firms’ own plans. The UK Transition Pathways Taskforce (TPT) was mandated 

by the UK government to develop a gold standard of private sector climate transition plans. 

Following a prudential perspective, two papers from I4CE and LSE respectively suggested 

mandatory transition plans within Pillar 2 of the Basel Framework. In a joint publication, the 

Financial Stability Board (FSB) and the NGFS highlight the need for information for financial 

supervisors about transition plans: “The lack of available data in this area meant that financial 

institutions were unable to fully understand their counterparties’ and customers’ transition plans, 

particularly with regards to verifying the credibility.” On the regulatory side, in the EU the 

European Commission has just adopted the ESRS as a delegated act of the CSRD, and this act 

details the components of a corporate climate transition plan and of a corporate biodiversity 

transition plan. Given the mandatory feature of the ESRS and its entry into application starting in 

https://www.climatebonds.net/files/reports/cbi_fincredtransitions_final.pdf
https://www.climatebonds.net/files/reports/cbi_fincredtransitions_final.pdf
https://www.climatebonds.net/files/files/Transition%20Finance/Transition-Finance-for-Transforming-Companies-6-Sept-2022.pdf
https://www.climatebonds.net/files/files/CBSv4_0%20-%20ENTITY%20Certification%20Checklist.pdf
https://www.climatebonds.net/files/files/CBSv4_0%20-%20ENTITY%20Certification%20Checklist.pdf
https://globalriskinstitute.org/download/how-to-distinguish-the-good-from-greenwashing-greenwashing-risk-in-the-canadian-market-and-mitigation-measures-for-financial-institutions-3/
https://www.climatepolicyinitiative.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/Credible-Transition-Plans.pdf
https://transitiontaskforce.net/
https://www.efrag.org/Assets/Download?assetUrl=%2Fsites%2Fwebpublishing%2FSiteAssets%2F08%2520Draft%2520ESRS%2520E1%2520Climate%2520Change%2520November%25202022.pdf
https://actinitiative.org/
https://www.transitionpathwayinitiative.org/
https://www.transitionpathwayinitiative.org/
https://www.worldbenchmarkingalliance.org/research/2021-just-transition-assessment/
https://wwf.panda.org/wwf_news/?6783466/Credible-Climate--Nature-Transition-Plans#:~:text=WWF's%20key%20criteria%20and%20expectations,impact%20decarbonization%20levers%20or%20actions.
https://www.wwf.org.uk/our-reports/wwf-nature-transition-plans
https://www.wwf.eu/?8046966/Recommendations-for-a-consistent-EU-regulatory-framework-on-corporate-sustainability-targets-and-transition-plans
https://www.climatechangenews.com/2022/03/31/canadian-ex-minister-catherine-mckenna-named-to-head-un-greenwash-watchdog/?utm_campaign=Linkedin&utm_content=204017317&utm_medium=social&utm_source=linkedin&hss_channel=lis-oue1lkfDGc
https://www.un.org/sites/un2.un.org/files/high-level_expert_group_n7b.pdf
https://www.ngfs.net/sites/default/files/stocktake_on_financial_institutions_transition_plans.pdf
https://www.ngfs.net/sites/default/files/medias/documents/enhancing_market_transparency_in_green_and_transition_finance.pdf
https://assets.bbhub.io/company/sites/63/2022/09/Recommendations-and-Guidance-on-Financial-Institution-Net-zero-Transition-Plans-November-2022.pdf
https://assets.bbhub.io/company/sites/63/2022/09/Expectations-for-Real-economy-Transition-Plans-September-2022.pdf
https://assets.bbhub.io/company/sites/63/2022/09/Expectations-for-Real-economy-Transition-Plans-September-2022.pdf
https://transitiontaskforce.net/
https://www.i4ce.org/en/publication/include-mandatory-banking-transition-plans-within-pillar-2/
https://www.lse.ac.uk/granthaminstitute/publication/net-zero-transition-plans-a-supervisory-playbook-for-prudential-authorities/
https://www.fsb.org/wp-content/uploads/P151122.pdf
https://finance.ec.europa.eu/news/commission-adopts-european-sustainability-reporting-standards-2023-07-31_en#:~:text=The%20Commission%20adopted%20today%20the,to%20a%20sustainable%20EU%20economy.
https://finance.ec.europa.eu/regulation-and-supervision/financial-services-legislation/implementing-and-delegated-acts/corporate-sustainability-reporting-directive_en
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the first quarter of 2024, it has the potential to substantially contribute to the structuring of 

corporate climate transition plans and their components. In addition, CSRD information will have 

to be audited applying professional standards for limited assurance. 

 

Investors and shareholders are intensifying their work on transition planning and plans. 

Acknowledging the current transition plan definition and implementation gaps, CA100+ 

announced that it will shift its focus from corporate disclosures towards intensified work on 

transition plan implementations. 

 

The NGFS released a first overview and discussion paper on the relevance and use cases 

of transition planning and transition plans for corporates, investors and supervisors. In its 

overview, it differentiates between strategy focused and risk management focused use cases. 

They state that transition plans can support diverse regulatory goals, encompassing both micro-

prudential authorities' objectives to oversee the safety and stability of financial institutions and 

other aims related to financial stability, market integrity, and conduct. 

 

 
Figure 2: Categories of Transition Plan Use Cases. Source: NGFS, 2023.  

 

Some regulators have started to propose the introduction of mandatory corporate 

transition plans. In the EU, there are several regulatory frameworks referencing or asking for 

transition plans. The proposal for an EU’s Corporate Sustainability Due Diligence Directive 

(CSDDD) would require companies to adopt 1.5 degrees compatible transition plans, and the 

Corporate Sustainability Reporting Directive (CSRD) requires the disclosure of climate strategies. 

In addition, the Capital Requirement Directive (for banks) is being finalised and will require 

transition plans, while Solvency II (for insurers) may do it as well. Most of these EU files refer to 

the ESRS, at least partly, to define the content and structure of the transition plans. The EU 

regulatory framework on mandatory corporate transition plans is therefore evolving very fast; and 

https://www.climateaction100.org/news/climate-action-100-announces-its-second-phase/
https://www.ngfs.net/sites/default/files/medias/documents/stocktake_on_financial_institutions_transition_plans.pdf
https://www.ngfs.net/sites/default/files/medias/documents/stocktake_on_financial_institutions_transition_plans.pdf
https://www.finance-watch.org/europe-must-harmonise-its-patchwork-of-transition-plan-requirements/
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A52022PC0071
https://finance.ec.europa.eu/news/commission-adopts-european-sustainability-reporting-standards-2023-07-31_en
https://www.efrag.org/lab6
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corporate and financial regulators and supervisors are mandated to monitor and enforce 

compliance of supervised companies with these new obligations. Large companies in Switzerland 

will also be required to publish transition plans in line with the national climate targets. The Hong 

Kong Stock Exchange just released a draft on new listing requirements for all companies, which 

entails a considerable amount of transition plan elements. The UK Parliament, to assess 

credibility of transition plans, asks financial corporations to explain their specific current 

performance and future targets to ramp down fossil finance and identify investments in renewable 

energy sources in line with the UK’s national climate targets (see e.g. this WWF-EPO publication). 

 

Furthermore, some supervisors have started to directly engage with corporates and 

financial institutions on transition plan inconsistent statements and disclosures. A 

prominent recent example is the Australian supervisor ASIC, which recently released a report 

with examples of its regulatory interventions with regards to (1) net zero statements and targets, 

(2) use of terms such as ‘carbon neutral’, ‘clean’ or ‘green’ (3) fund labels, and (4) scope and 

application of investment exclusions and screens. For example, the net zero interventions yielded 

the following corrections from listed companies:  

 

“(1)  An oil and gas company removed net zero emissions statements, including a target 

to achieve net zero emissions by 2050, from its prospectus. The company was unable to 

provide additional information about how the targets would be achieved and the potential 

feasibility of achieving them.  

 

(2) A mining company provided clarification to the market, through a market 

announcement, about previous statements it had made about its commitment to maintain 

a zero carbon emissions footprint. The clarification included further detail about the remit 

of this statement, the steps that had been taken to date, expected timeframes and further 

detail about its offsetting strategy.  

 

(3) A mining company removed ESG-related information on its website to ensure 

consistency with disclosure in its prospectus. The company’s website included information 

about the benefits and emissions reductions associated with using a particular technology 

for mining, but the prospectus indicated that the company was only at the exploration 

phase. For this reason, the company decided to remove the content from its website rather 

than include it in the prospectus.” 

 

 

2.3 Conduct perspective 

From a conduct perspective, to ensure that climate and environmental targets are met, 
regulators increasingly ask for credible, tangible, short-term and ambitious transition 
plans instead of vague long-term climate and environmental claims. In addition, the three 
goals of the Paris Agreement as well as the targets 14 of the GBF require governments not only 
to implement mitigation and adaptation measures, but also to “making finance flows consistent 
with a pathway towards low greenhouse gas emissions and climate-resilient development.” (Art. 
2.1c of the Paris Agreement). Inconsistency between firms’ transition plans and their real activities 
and assets impede this target to be met. The ECB’s Governing Council recently announced plans 
to include climate change considerations in its monetary policy strategy, which potentially has an 

https://www.newsd.admin.ch/newsd/message/attachments/73997.pdf
https://www.newsd.admin.ch/newsd/message/attachments/73997.pdf
https://www.hkex.com.hk/News/Regulatory-Announcements/2023/230414news?sc_lang=en
https://www.hkex.com.hk/News/Regulatory-Announcements/2023/230414news?sc_lang=en
https://committees.parliament.uk/work/6734/the-financial-sector-and-the-uks-net-zero-transition/news/171191/the-role-of-the-financial-sector-in-the-uks-net-zero-transition-to-be-examined-by-mps-in-new-inquiry/
https://www.wwf.eu/?8046966/Recommendations-for-a-consistent-EU-regulatory-framework-on-corporate-sustainability-targets-and-transition-plans
https://download.asic.gov.au/media/ao0lz0id/rep763-published-10-may-2023.pdf
https://www.cbd.int/gbf/targets/14/
https://www.ecb.europa.eu/press/pr/date/2022/html/ecb.pr220919~fae53c59bd.en.html
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effect on the valuation of corporate bonds, making the identification of greenwashing even more 
important. Moreover, the ECB's approach to assessing corporate climate performance of bond 
issuers explicitly includes "forward-looking climate metrics, such as whether the issuer has 
credible and ambitious decarbonisation targets in place" as one of the three fundamental pillars 
of the assessment. 

Financial supervisors are active from a conduct perspective for consumer protection. 

Since 2021, the French AMF and ACPR outline in their recommendations that market participants 

need to demonstrate that ESG-related claims are substantiated. The United States’ SEC issued 

a proposal in May 2022 to enhance ESG disclosures to combat greenwashing of financial 

products and funds.  Similar attempts are ongoing by the financial supervisors in Switzerland 

(including a voluntary disclosures scorecard by the Swiss State Secretariat for International 

Finance SIF), France, Singapore, and Australia. Another prominent example is the EU 

Taxonomy, which aims to establish a common benchmark against claims of environmental 

friendliness by firms, investors, and financial products. Funds that follow specific environmental 

objectives or integrate environmental considerations in their investment strategy need to disclose 

their alignment with the EU Taxonomy. The ESMA claimed that funds, which are considerably 

misaligned or follow misleading disclosures will be penalized. The Danish FSA communicated a 

similar strategy. The German Police together with the Financial Supervision raided Deutsche 

Bank’s DWS over misleading communication on the integration of ESG considerations in their 

investment products in May 2022. In a similar attempt, the SEC conducted enforcement actions 

against BNY Mellon and Vale for misleading ESG claims. The Philippine central bank, the Bangko 

Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP) announced in August 2022 that Banks have been told to implement 

measures to ensure that they do not provide capital to companies engaging in greenwashing, 

and that they are themselves not undertaking greenwashing. The European Supervisory 

Authorities (ESAs) are has been collecting examples of greenwashing practice, and are working 

on guidelines for credible transition planning and Paris Agreement alignment of transition 

strategies. The European Central Bank (ECB) states in its supervisory priorities and risk 

assessment for 2023-2025 that it undertakes preparatory work to review banks’ transition 

planning capabilities and readiness for ESG mandates as part of the sixth Capital Requirements 

Directive (CRD VI). The Australian Securities and Investments Commission (ASIC) steps up 

investigations of listed companies, managed funds and superannuation funds for potential 

greenwashing, and has made 35 greenwashing interventions within less than a year, as published 

in its report. The Swiss Federal Council asked the Federal Department of Finance / State 

Secretariat for International Finance (SIF) to set up a working group to determine the best way to 

implement the Federal Council's position on the prevention of greenwashing by September 2023. 

The Irish Central Bank also identified greenwashing risks as a core area of enhanced supervision 

in its general Securities Markets Risk Outlook Report 2023.  

 

These developments complement the various initiatives and efforts at the metrics and 

disclosures level. These most prominently feature the ISSB, the EU CSRD and SFDR (together 

with the EU Taxonomy), and a variety of related initiatives. For example, the UK’s Climate 

Financial Risk Forum (CFRF) together with the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) released a set 

of climate risk and transition finance guidelines, including a set of industry frameworks and 

metrics for green and transition finance. The UK Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) itself 

proposed a first draft of guidelines for Sustainability Disclosure Requirements (SDR) to prevent 

greenwashing.  

 

https://www.amf-france.org/en/news-publications/news-releases/amf-news-releases/amf-and-acpr-are-urging-financial-institutions-step-their-climate-related-commitments-regard-fossil
https://email.mg2.substack.com/c/eJwlUMuOhCAQ_JrhtoaHKB447GV_wyCUDjsKBnCMf7-4k5Cmq5Pq6iprCpaYLr3HXMhdxnLt0AFnXlEKEjky0uidVlKJljFGnG4dq4j4PM4J2IxfdUkHyH5Mq7em-BhuhqBd35OnNoqJTqpBtmKys1GKdjNVk3Uzg-p7-dE1h_MIFhpvpCsGEBu3DaHcq8iqn6Xs-SG-H_ynvvM8mwzbLPFd0X1u_faEnL8SVpiMijnl_GvgxOu7ox1lbKBUDI1olGklp64VnBs3m_bR0m3hTT6mXIx9NVWbJP071bnFfmJqYlpug-N91RF8uUYEM61wH-_lE-F_GuOCgFSjdaMpmnWy5kar_DAMH6_Vkeyl6LuOkirpYmUFbVe_VVLy-ZXw9jj_AIHhin4
https://www.finma.ch/~/media/finma/dokumente/dokumentencenter/myfinma/4dokumentation/finma-aufsichtsmitteilungen/20211103-finma-aufsichtsmitteilung-05-2021.pdf?sc_lang=en
https://www.sif.admin.ch/swissclimatescores
https://www.sif.admin.ch/swissclimatescores
https://www.amf-france.org/en/regulation/policy/doc-2020-03
https://www.straitstimes.com/business/banking/mas-tackles-greenwashing-with-new-guidelines-for-esg-funds
https://probonoaustralia.com.au/news/2022/08/government-to-drill-down-on-possible-esg-legislation-in-early-2023/
https://www.responsible-investor.com/fund-managers-can-use-adverse-impacts-to-assess-esg-performance-say-eu-regulators/?utm_source=newsletter-daily&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=ri-daily-subscriber&utm_content=06-06-2022
https://amwatch.com/article14143279.ece
https://www.responsible-investor.com/german-police-raid-deutsche-bank-and-dws-offices-over-greenwashing-accusations/?utm_source=newsletter-daily&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=ri-daily-subscriber&utm_content=01-06-2022
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2022-86
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2022-72
https://www.responsible-investor.com/japan-concludes-pilot-climate-scenario-analysis-philippines-issues-esg-banking-expectations/?utm_source=newsletter-daily&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=ri-daily-subscriber&utm_content=30-08-2022
https://www.responsible-investor.com/japan-concludes-pilot-climate-scenario-analysis-philippines-issues-esg-banking-expectations/?utm_source=newsletter-daily&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=ri-daily-subscriber&utm_content=30-08-2022
https://www.responsible-investor.com/european-financial-watchdogs-call-for-examples-of-greenwashing/?utm_source=newsletter-daily&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=ri-daily-subscriber&utm_content=16-11-2022
https://www.responsible-investor.com/european-financial-watchdogs-call-for-examples-of-greenwashing/?utm_source=newsletter-daily&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=ri-daily-subscriber&utm_content=16-11-2022
https://www.esma.europa.eu/press-news/consultations/esas-call-evidence-greenwashing
https://www.bankingsupervision.europa.eu/banking/priorities/html/ssm.supervisory_priorities202212~3a1e609cf8.en.html#toc20
https://www.afr.com/policy/tax-and-super/asic-investigating-super-funds-and-listed-firms-for-greenwashing-20221011-p5boy5
https://www.responsible-investor.com/australian-watchdog-made-35-greenwashing-interventions-over-past-9-months/?utm_source=newsletter-daily&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=ri-daily-subscriber&utm_content=10-05-2023
https://download.asic.gov.au/media/ao0lz0id/rep763-published-10-may-2023.pdf
https://www.admin.ch/gov/en/start/documentation/media-releases.msg-id-92279.html
https://www.newsd.admin.ch/newsd/message/attachments/74580.pdf
https://www.centralbank.ie/docs/default-source/regulation/industry-market-sectors/securities-markets/risk-outlook-reports/securities-markets-risk-outlook-report-2023.pdf?sfvrsn=dc0f991d_2
https://www.fca.org.uk/transparency/climate-financial-risk-forum
https://www.fca.org.uk/transparency/climate-financial-risk-forum
https://www.fca.org.uk/publication/consultation/cp22-20.pdf
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2.4 Prudential perspective 

 

There is increasing recognition that the conduct- and the prudential perspective intersect. 

Inconsistent transition plan and greenwashing could cause economies ending up on financially 

riskier and costlier disorderly decarbonisation pathways. Even worse, greenwashing might 

suggest that firms and the economy is on an orderly transition path. This undermines the ability 

of markets to correctly price-in risks and to reward business strategy resilience to transition-

related risks. 

 

From a micro- and macroprudential perspective, the lack of transition plan consistency 

and greenwashing seriously threatens the resilience of companies, financial institutions, 

and the financial system on their way to a net-zero economy.  Acknowledging this risk, 

regulators and various initiatives started to put greenwashing high on the agenda. For instance, 

The EU is finalising the review of the Capital Requirement Directive, which will mandate banks to 

set transition plans to manage ESG-related financial risks, in particular related to climate change. 

It will likely refer partly to the ESRS for clarifying how transition plans should be disclosed by 

banks and add specific requirements on the financial risk side. Banking regulators will be 

mandated to assess the implementation and compliance of banks with this new requirement. The 

same could potentially take place with Solvency II for insurers. However, an approach on how to 

comprehensively and accurately assess transition plan inconsistencies and greenwashing for 

prudential supervision is still missing.   

 

This risk of entering “blindly” a disorderly transition pathway has recently been 

highlighted by central bankers and financial supervisors (NGFS, 2023) Sarah Breeden, the 

Executive Director for Financial Stability Strategy and Risk and a member of the Financial Policy 

Committee at the Bank of England, highlighted at the Green Swan conference 2022 that 

disorderly transition pathways could pose a serious threat to financial stability. A disorderly 

transition is also likely to be much costlier for real economy businesses and private households - 

with associated increasing risks of unemployment - than an orderly shift to net zero, as the results 

of the recently completed BoE climate stress test imply. Similar concerns about the risks posed 

by greenwashing were expressed in the 2022 Financial Stability Review of the ECB, which 

warned that greenwashing could threaten financial stability by making market participants 

underestimate their climate transition risks. Likewise, the ESAs cite greenwashing as a main 

financial sector risk in their 2023 joint committee report on risks and vulnerabilities in the EU 

financial system. The G20’s Financial Stability Board (FSB) also put transition plans in its work 

plan for 2023 in order to “analyse the relevance of transition plans for managing transition risks 

and financial stability and for monitoring financial stability risks from transition” in cooperation with 

the supervisory reviews within the NGFS. To enable better management of the forward-looking 

risks, the Banque de France will provide companies with a “climate indicator”, based on the 

ADEME ACT methodology to measure exposure of companies to climate risks. However, 

transition plans as important means to mitigate risk exposure and for transition resilience are an 

important complement to the risk exposure analyses.  

 

https://www.ngfs.net/en/communique-de-presse/ngfs-publishes-stock-take-transition-plans
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rGdGLCnzd8o
https://email.mg-d0.substack.com/c/eJxlkM1uhSAQhZ_mstOA_OmCRZPmvobhZ_TSKhjAa3z7Yu2uCcNiJmfOmc_qAnNMp9piLuj6xnJuoAIceYFSIKE9Qxq9Uz3vKSOEIKcE1RN3yOdxSgCr9osqaQe07WbxVhcfw6WgWEiJXmoAI6mT1jrCnAEMVvaMOyaE0Yxwffvq3XkIFhS8IZ0xALJxXSGUaxVa1KuULT_ox6N71nccR2sXv9b8yefvBG8PtRPXOttqJZgWsFeS3MTQlBc0JkJu_jRNLglyXfes9XkgrzrcdVhgSjghHW5p22NsNLV8EpMThOkHw-vcONzm3eSi7fflhpL6MnViYTvAtDHNF4TxSr4HX84RgjYLuJtPuTH_EhtnCJBqFDfqoojgrBMDHvhAyc2jXs1lT6TsKKqWLlZVUP9u_gESz5qV
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/stress-testing/2022/results-of-the-2021-climate-biennial-exploratory-scenario
https://www.ecb.europa.eu/pub/financial-stability/fsr/special/html/ecb.fsrart202205_01~9d4ae00a92.en.html
https://www.esma.europa.eu/press-news/esma-news/esas-call-vigilance-face-mounting-financial-risks
https://www.fsb.org/wp-content/uploads/P300323.pdf
https://www.ngfs.net/en/communique-de-presse/ngfs-publishes-stock-take-transition-plans
https://www.banque-france.fr/communique-de-presse/la-banque-de-france-mettra-disposition-des-entreprises-son-indicateur-climat
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Inconsistencies in transition plans are relevant for supervisors because of the impact they 

can have on their own financial risk and on the risk of the financial institutions that they 

supervise. As such, financial supervisors might inquire in their supervisory dialogues about how 

financial institutions handle counterparty/portfolio firm transition plans as part of risk 

management, as suggested in a paper on prudential transition plans from Dikau, et al. 2022. 

Acknowledging this intersection between the prudential and the conduct perspective, the Japan 

Financial Services Agency (FSA) announced that they will address financial institutions’ transition 

activities from a prudential perspective in their supervisory dialogues: “As companies face various 

challenges related to climate change, it is important for financial institutions to build a resilient 

business foundation and sustainable business models through engaging in their clients and 

supporting clients’ responses to climate-related opportunities and risks.” And the Monetary 

Authority of Singapore (MAS) announced to define credibility criteria for financial institutions’ 

transition planning by the end of 2023.  

As a consequence, there is growing need to assess transition plans credibility from a 

supervisory risk and vulnerability perspective. The joint FSB/NGFS publication on stress 

tests and scenario analysis quotes the Japanese Financial Supervisor JFSA, as it suggested that 

companies transition plan targets and progress to achieve them would be an important input for 

forward-looking risk assessments. The FSB will work on integrating these considerations in its 

climate-related risk monitoring framework through its Standing Committee on Assessment of 

Vulnerabilities.  

 

However, a comprehensive conceptualisation to analyze ambition and feasibility (external 

consistency), as well as credibility (internal consistency) is still missing. Despite the 

increasing awareness of the capital misallocation risks posed by transition plan inconsistency and 

greenwashing, there is currently no common understanding of how to conceptualize this 

phenomenon, which indicators are useful to measure it, and which data is needed to identify 

inconsistencies in firms transition plans and greenwashing. This paper aims at closing this gap 

by proposing a “red flag” approach which should help financial institutions to allocate their 

resources towards companies that can contribute to the transition to a low-carbon economy. 

 

 

3. Red flag indicators 

  

Building on existing initiatives, we propose a framework to assess the ambition, credibility 

and feasibility of transition plans to eventually prevent greenwashing. The red flag indicator 

approach is designed as a transparent initial screening tool for micro- and macroprudential 

authorities to inform about credibility and ambition, and to enable a scalable cost-effective cross-

checking or first screening of transition plan disclosures. The NGFS identifies transition plan 

credibility as a core requirement for an efficient allocation of financial resources, and for the 

microprudential supervisory assessment of greenwashing and climate transition-related financial 

risks. However, the NGFS also states that third party providers might be better equipped in terms 

of resources and skills than prudential authorities to assess transition plan credibility. Such third 

party assessments could then be used by micro- and macroprudential authorities.  

 

https://www.lse.ac.uk/granthaminstitute/wp-content/uploads/2022/11/Net-zero-transition-plans-a-supervisory-playbook-for-prudential-authorities.pdf
https://www.fsa.go.jp/en/news/2022/20220715/01.pdf
https://www.fsa.go.jp/en/news/2022/20220715/01.pdf
https://www.mas.gov.sg/news/media-releases/2023/mas-to-set-expectations-on-credible-transition-planning-by-financial-institutions
https://www.fsb.org/wp-content/uploads/P151122.pdf
https://www.fsb.org/wp-content/uploads/P151122.pdf
https://www.ngfs.net/sites/default/files/medias/documents/stocktake_on_financial_institutions_transition_plans.pdf
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3.1 Approach 

 

The objective is to define a methodology based on common ground  for assessing the 

ambition, credibility and feasibility of transition plans toward achieving a net zero 

economy, which can be used by financial  institutions at the time of assessing  investee 

companies, and financial supervisors alike.. It is thereby acknowledged that financial 

institutions are both users and preparers of transition plans, as highlighted by the NGFS. Financial 

institutions rely to some extent on credible corporate transition plans to implement their own 

transition plans. However, the NGFS also emphasizes that financial institutions “can also 

proactively, through their engagement, seek to support and drive their counterparties to transition 

to sustainable activities, that are compatible with the institutions’ business objectives and risk 

management practices.” 

 

Our approach therefore identifies the common ground between the various transition plan 

recommendations that have been made for different use cases. Thereby, we contribute with 

conceptual groundwork to the NGFS’s next steps for Phase 2 of the assessment of transition 

plans for financial supervision, namely:  

 

1. Engagement with relevant international authorities and standard setters: Given the 

different scope of transition plans as well as their potential relevance to the micro-

prudential authorities, the NGFS will engage standard setting bodies, such as the FSB, 

BCBS, IAIS, and IOSCO, so that they can advance their respective work on transition 

plans and planning in a coordinated manner. 

 

2. Further actions by the NGFS: Based on the findings of Phase 1, the NGFS will also 

take forward additional work to advance the discussion on the relevance of transition plans 

and planning to micro-prudential authorities’ mandate, supervisory toolkit, and the overall 

prudential framework. 

 

We propose a holistic conceptual framework outlining how to detect inconsistencies in 

transition plan and greenwashing at corporate and financial institutional level. Our 

framework proposes clear indicators to help assess various activities in the transition plans 

against  time frames. The NGFS argues in its transition plan review that mitigation and adaptation 

aspects, and hence transition and physical risk-related considerations could be part of a transition 

plan. In our approach we focus on mitigation-transition aspects. 

 

By proposing a comprehensive list of indicators at differing priorities, the framework can 

also be used by any corporate to structure their internal transition planning and disclosure 

format. This reduces search- and information costs on where to get started in the transition 

planning and disclosure process, and therefore contributes towards a level playing field across 

corporates of all sizes. It supports small and medium-sized enterprises in getting started with 

transition planning, learn by doing, and improve on the disclosures through increasing 

experience.  

 

 

https://www.ngfs.net/sites/default/files/medias/documents/stocktake_on_financial_institutions_transition_plans.pdf
https://www.ngfs.net/sites/default/files/medias/documents/stocktake_on_financial_institutions_transition_plans.pdf
https://www.ngfs.net/sites/default/files/medias/documents/stocktake_on_financial_institutions_transition_plans.pdf
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The framework serves as a screening tool, which would “red flag” firms, whose transition 

plans lack integrity and consistency, defined as (1) external consistency, i.e. ambition and 

feasibility, and (2) internal consistency, i.e. credibility. A key output of this first part of the 

project is a set of elements to consider when analysing corporate disclosures and transition plans. 

In addition, the indicators could be used by financial supervisors and regulators to specify their 

supervisory climate risk management expectations.  

 

The red flag approach is designed as an engagement tool, which could be used by 

investors, central banks and financial supervisors to assess the risk of a certain firm being 

engaged in transition plan inconsistency and greenwashing. The red flags encourage and 

support investors to carefully assess and understand the companies’ climate-related claims. 

However, in a period of transition where engagement and transition plan progress are key to 

transform the economy, the indicators are not designed as an absolute measure of “greenness” 

or climate alignment.  

 

In addition, the framework will be implemented using a natural language process (NLP)-

based assessment tool, to ease the screening of reports for red flags. It will provide a data-

driven support instrument to select those companies, which could exhibit transition plan 

inconsistency and greenwashing, for more in-depth assessments, analyses, and direct 

engagement.  

 

For financial supervisors and regulators, the framework and the tool could be used as a 

tool in conduct surveillance, and micro- and macroprudential assessment of transition 

risk exposure of financial actors. If a financial institution invests in firms with considerable 

transition plan inconsistencies, and has a considerable amount of greenwashing red-flagged 

firms in the balance sheet, the supervisor might want to ask the financial firm how it deals with 

the risk of transition plan inconsistency and greenwashing in its portfolio, or towards specific 

companies. In addition, if the financial institutions’ own transition plan exhibits considerable red 

flags, the financial supervisors might want to engage with the financial institutions on their own 

climate transition management approach. Financial supervisors could build on the structure to 

specify their transition risk management expectations and check in a comparable manner which 

financial institutions might fall short of their expectations, to inform their supervisory dialogues 

and to provide targeted requests for improvements. Moreover, from a macroprudential 

perspective, the tool could help identification of common points of vulnerabilities in several 

institutions. For market conduct authorities, the natural language processing tool can serve as a 

useful screening tool to automate the process of identifying potential misleading claims and 

statements. It would thereby automate the identification process for interventions, such as the 

ones conducted by the ASIC.  

 

https://download.asic.gov.au/media/ao0lz0id/rep763-published-10-may-2023.pdf
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initiative year preparer focus assessment 

ACT  2021 corporates strategy ambition, credibility, feasibility  

CSLN  2021 financial institutions strategy disclosure, ambition, credibility 

TCFD 2021 corporates risk disclosure 

UNEP-FI 2021 financial institutions strategy ambition, credibility 

WBA  2021 corporates strategy feasibility  

CPI  2022 corporates strategy credibility 

ESRS  2022 corporates risk disclosure 

GFANZ NZTP  2022 financial institutions strategy disclosure, ambition, feasibility  

GFANZ RETP  2022 real economy corporates strategy disclosure 

IFRS ISSB  2022 corporates risk disclosure 

NewClimate et al  2022 corporates strategy disclosure, credibility 

R2Z 2022 corporates strategy ambition 

SBTi FINZ  2022 financial institutions strategy feasibility  

TPI  2022 corporates strategy ambition 

TPT  2022 corporates strategy disclosure 

UN HLEG  2022 corporates strategy ambition 

WWF  2022 corporates strategy credibility 

CA100+  2023 high emitting corporates strategy disclosure, ambition 

CBI CBS4  2023 real economy corporates strategy disclosure, ambition, credibility 

CDP  2023 corporates strategy disclosure, ambition, credibility 

IIGCC  2023 corporates strategy credibility 

NGFS  2023 corporates, fin. institutions strategy, risk credibility 

NZAOA  2023 financial institutions strategy feasibility  

OxSFG  2023 real economy corporates strategy credibility 

PwC et al  2023 corporates strategy feasibility  

RI 2023 financial institutions strategy feasibility  

SBTi Net Zero  2023 corporates strategy ambition 

WWF PtP  2023 real economy corporates strategy ambition, feasibility  

 
Table 1: Transition plan frameworks assessed for the proposed credibility, ambition and feasibility 

assessment framework.  

 

 

The proposed methodology for red flag approach is based on existing key recommended 

indicators for transition plan disclosure, ambition, credibility and feasibility assessments, 

for corporates and financial institutions. Overall, we analysed 28 different frameworks, 

published in the years 2021 (5 frameworks), 2022 (12 frameworks) and 2023 (11 frameworks). 

We identified more than 250 individual indicators, which we then combined into a condensed 

indicator framework for the credibility and red flag. The individual initiatives, the targeted 

preparers of the plans, and the overall focus and the assessment aspects are presented in the 

Table 1.  

https://actinitiative.org/wp-content/uploads/pdf/act-generic-methodology.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5e0a586857ea746075c561a3/t/619292cf69eeab7324d4b836/1636995797037/The+Good+Transition+Plan+Nov.+2021.pdf
https://assets.bbhub.io/company/sites/60/2021/07/2021-TCFD-Implementing_Guidance.pdf
https://g20sfwg.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/2021-UNEP-FI.-Recommendations-for-Credible-Net-Zero-Commitments.pdf
https://assets.worldbenchmarkingalliance.org/app/uploads/2021/07/Just-Transition-Methodology.pdf
https://www.climatepolicyinitiative.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/Credible-Transition-Plans.pdf
https://www.efrag.org/Assets/Download?assetUrl=%2Fsites%2Fwebpublishing%2FSiteAssets%2F08%2520Draft%2520ESRS%2520E1%2520Climate%2520Change%2520November%25202022.pdf
https://assets.bbhub.io/company/sites/63/2022/09/Recommendations-and-Guidance-on-Financial-Institution-Net-zero-Transition-Plans-November-2022.pdf
https://assets.bbhub.io/company/sites/63/2022/09/E1pectations-for-Real-economy-Transition-Plans-September-2022.pdf
https://www.ifrs.org/content/dam/ifrs/project/climate-related-disclosures/issb-e1posure-draft-2022-2-cl
https://newclimate.org/resources/publications/corporate-climate-responsibility-monitor-2022
https://racetozero.unfccc.int/system/criteria/
https://sciencebasedtargets.org/resources/files/SBTi-Finance-Net-Zero-Foundations-paper.pdf
https://www.transitionpathwayinitiative.org/publications/100.pdf?type=Publication
https://transitiontaskforce.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/11/TPT-Implementation-Guidance-1.pdf
https://www.un.org/sites/un2.un.org/files/high-level_expert_group_n7b.pdf
https://wwfint.awsassets.panda.org/downloads/wwf_credible_transition_final.pdf
https://www.climateaction100.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/03/Climate-Action-100-Net-Zero-Company-Benchmark-Framework-2.0..pdf
https://www.climatebonds.net/files/files/CBSv4_0%20-%20ENTITY%20Certification%20Checklist.pdf
https://cdn.cdp.net/cdp-production/cms/guidance_docs/pdfs/000/003/101/original/CDP_technical_note_-_Climate_transition_plans.pdf?1643994309
https://www.iigcc.org/resource/investor-expectations-of-corporate-transition-plans-from-a-to-zero/
https://www.ngfs.net/sites/default/files/medias/documents/stocktake_on_financial_institutions_transition_plans.pdf
https://www.unepfi.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2023/03/Aligning-Climate-Policy-Engagement-with-Net-Zero-Commitments.pdf
https://www.smithschool.ox.ac.uk/news/evaluating-net-zero-transition-plans-emissions-intensive-sectors
https://www.pwc.co.uk/human-resource-services/pdf/paying-for-net-zero-using-incentives-to-create-accountability-for-climate-goals.pdf
https://www.responsible-investor.com/ri-survey-net-zero-managers-reluctant-to-share-details-on-climate-lobbying-work/?utm_source=newsletter-daily&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=ri-daily-subscriber&utm_content=09-05-2023
https://sciencebasedtargets.org/resources/files/Net-Zero-Standard.pdf
https://pathwaystoparis.com/en/tool-box/transformation-perfomance/
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3.2 Assessments 

 

The final indicators were selected based on quantitative and qualitative considerations. 

We selected those indicators with the highest coverage in the analysed initiatives’ frameworks 

(quantitative criterion). Furthermore, we selected additional indicators based on expert feedback 

by the advisory board of this project (qualitative criterion). This advisory board comprised 

members of financial supervisors, central banks, governmental organisations, NGOs, and 

industry practitioners. The latter indicators were in most cases also covered in at least some 

analysed frameworks. The indicators are displayed in Table 2. The column “priority” displays the 

respective priority assigned to an indicator. We use a quantitative and qualitative approach to 

assign the priority labels. The value “top” indicates a consistent appearance of the indicator 

throughout all investigated frameworks (solely quantitative). The value “high” indicates that the 

majority of the frameworks include the indicator or the authors view it as important (quantitative 

and qualitative). The value “medium” indicates a low coverage among the frameworks or that the 

authors assign it with a lower priority in contrast to other indicators in the respective category 

(quantitative and qualitative). 

 

The assessment approach combines a clear structure with flexible elements, which allow 

for a mix of comprehensive analysis options and simple assessments. This approach 

covers the core usability recommendations from the projects’ advisory board. To this end, we 

identify four core dimensions of transition plans: target, governance, strategy, and tracking. The 

dimensions cover various elements. The elements consist of indicators, which are defined in 

specific requirements.  

 

The indicators assess integrity and consistency, defined as (1) external consistency, i.e. 

ambition and feasibility, and (2) internal consistency, i.e. credibility of transition plans. 

This is an important step to enable users to target their engagements, based on their focus. Since 

simplicity has been a core wish from the advisory board, we decided to aim for yes/no 

assessments of the requirements. The full list of indicators and the associated red flag triggers, 

where applicable, are displayed in Table 3.  

 

The structure provides a clear guidance for various users, thereby reducing information- 

and transaction costs. Preparers of transition plans could follow the structure to identify the 

required disclosure elements for transition plans, which are not defined precisely in the ISSB or 

ESRS standards, yet. Alternatively, relying on the ability of the NLP-based tool to extract and 

structure information automatically, corporate transition plans can be assessed even if they do 

not have such a distinct document. The advisory board shared anecdotal evidence that the more 

serious corporates are about the mainstreaming of climate targets in their strategy, the less they 

have a distinct transition plan, but just disclose their strategy integrated in their overall business 

plan. 
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The flexible list of elements ensures that the approach can be used by various users, 

which increases uptake and comparability, and fosters learning by doing and by peer 

engagement. The flexibility allows for targeted applications, and for early disclosure of those 

elements, where transition plan-related information might be readily available. Additional 

elements could then be added or fulfilled in the future, as transition planning of the respective 

corporate progresses. Eventually, the flexible list of elements allows users for stacked 

approaches depending on their needs. For example, transition plan consistencies could be 

assessed in a decision tree with user-identified nodes at various indicators, or with an onion logic 

moving from one user-identified important indicator layer to another. 

 

In addition to the core dimensions analyzed, users could also assess whether and how 

the red flag could also be triggered by activities in economic sectors which can be 

classified as ‘always environmentally harmful‘. For example, this could be based on a list in 

the technical Background Report of WWF, the net zero tracker, the global oil and gas exit list, the 

global coal exit list, and the oil + gas and coal policy tracker initiatives. The precise way how to 

integrate this approach to the indicators is to be determined within the next phase of the project. 

It is important to always verify whether these companies are prone to transition plan inconsistency 

and greenwashing, since their business activities are very damaging to the environment. So if 

they claim to be green, but they are not, this is particularly harmful for stakeholders and investors. 

The red flag can also be triggered by the fact that the company operates in a very environmentally 

sensitive area or protected sites. 

 

https://wwf.panda.org/wwf_news/?6242441/Central-banks-and-financial-supervisors-urged-to-step-up-action-on-nature-and-climate
https://zerotracker.net/
https://gogel.org/gogel-explained
https://www.coalexit.org/
https://coalpolicytool.org/
https://oilgaspolicytracker.org/
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Item  Requirement  Priority  

External 

consistency 

red flag 

trigger  

Internal 

consistency 

red flag 

trigger  

Target 

Headline 

Commitment Climate commitment available top no . 

Specific Commitment not classified as cheap talk by climatebert high no no 

Absolute Absolute emission reduction target reported top no . 

Intensity Intensity targets shown to be aligned with absolute targets medium no no 

Ambition 

Net zero Net zero target reported high no . 

2050 

Net zero target to be achieved no later than 2050 and 2040 

for corporates in industrialised countries top no . 

2030 Plan for minimum -50% emissions by 2030 medium no . 

Coverage 

Complete Target covers all business activities and subsidiaries high no no 

Scope 1 

Absolute emissions target for scope 1 defined for min 95% of 

scope 1 emissions reported high no . 

Scope 2 

Absolute emissions target for scope 2 defined for min 95% of 

scope 2 emissions reported high no . 

Scope 3 

Absolute emissions target for scope 3 defined for min 95% of 

scope 3 emissions reported high no . 

Sum Sum of scope targets shown to meet overall target ambition medium no no 

Methane Separate targets for CO2 and methane defined medium no . 

Pathway 

Interim  

Timebound interim metrics and targets for all scopes for 

minimum every 5 years with explicit base year reported top no no 

Science  

Interim targets shown to be in line with third party verified 

orderly sector-specific 1.5 degrees transition pathways with 

no or limited overshoot, with frontloaded activity top no . 

Offsetting 

Limited 

No interim target reliance on offsets and carbon credits, and 

minimal net zero offsetting reliance (only for unabatable 

residual emissions) high no . 

Permanent 

If use carbon offsets consistently with previous indicator: will 

use only from additional, permanent third-party verified 

technological carbon removal projects, permanent third-party 

verified emission avoidance projects or third-party verified 

natural carbon removals medium no . 

 

Table 2: Target: Indicators, requirements, priorities, and red flag triggers.  
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Item Requirement Priority 

External 

consistency 

red flag 

trigger 

Internal 

consistency 

red flag 

trigger 

Governance 

Structure 

Organisation Climate governance structure reported top no no 

Mainstreaming 

Mainstreaming of plan in overall strategy, risk 

management, decision-making, processes, policies 

and resource allocation outlined high no no 

Skills 

Board Board-level competence on climate reported high no no 

Needs 

Available skills and additional capacity needs to 

implement targets reported medium no no 

Training 

Strategy and training to close human resource skills 

gap reported medium no no 

Inhouse 

Inhouse skills are maintained and sustainability is not 

majorly outsourced to external consultancies high no no 

Accountability 

Board 

Board comprehensive climate oversight, and target 

setting and achievement accountability ensured top no no 

Oversight 

Quarterly review of activities by board to track 

progress against targets ensured medium no no 

Executive 

Executive oversight and executive accountability for 

interim target achievements ensured high no no 

Management 

Management responsibilities for target implementation 

defined medium no no 

Incentives 

Culture 

Target-supporting culture in HR and leadership 

implemented medium no no 

Remuneration 

Percentage of executive management remuneration 

linked to progress against and achievement of 

transition plan interim targets reported top no no 

Misalignment 

Climate misaligned and fossil fuel supportive 

executive management incentives reported high no no 

Transparency 

Disclosure 

Annual GHG inventory, strategy, targets and activities 

alongside mainstream filings publicly disclosed high no no 

Assurance 

Level of assurance of transition plan and climate 

performance disclosed medium no no 

Consistency 

Organisational boundary for targets consistent with 

organisational boundary used in financial accounting high . no 

Definitions 

Applied definition for climate aligned, transition, 

misaligned reported high no no 

 

Table 3: Governance: Indicators, requirements, priorities, and red flag triggers.  
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Item Requirement Priority 

External 

consistency 

red flag 

trigger 

Internal 

consistency 

red flag 

trigger 

Strategy 

Management 

Business 

Business, product and service strategy covers activities, 

resources and decommissioning to implement targets  top no no 

Production 

Strategy for production process changes to fulfil interim 

targets reported high no no 

Quantification Subtargets in precise KPIs quantified high no no 

Sensitivity 

Scenario envelopes to inform targets and sensitivity 

analysis to test strategic and operational resilience with 

results reported medium no no 

Assumptions 

Strategy assumptions and feasibility requirements with 

regards to policies, technological change, client and 

consumer demand, and detrimental climate physical 

impacts are reported medium no no 

High carbon  

Exploration 

Explicit strategy for immediate stop of support for 

additional fossil fuel exploration and supply (extend 

fields and new field discoveries) reported high no no 

Supply 

Explicit strategy for decommissioning and cancelling of 

support for new or existing fossil fuel exploration and 

supply infrastructure reported medium no no 

Demand 

Explicit strategy to phase out all unabated own fossil 

fuel use and carbon emitting assets reported medium no no 

Low carbon  

Demand 

Explicit strategy for scaling up own renewable energy 

procurement and consumption reported medium no no 

Supply 

Explicit strategy for scaling up renewable energy 

investments and supply reported medium no no 

Solutions 

Explicit strategy for scaling up investments in climate 

solutions technologies reported medium no no 

Balance sheet 

Opex 

Explicit plan for alignment of opex to fulfil interim targets 

reported medium no no 

Capex 

Explicit plan for alignment of capex to fulfil interim 

targets reported high no no 

Revenues 

Strategy for full shift to net zero aligned and "green" 

revenues defined medium . no 

R&D 

Strategy for alignment of R&D with net zero targets 

defined high no no 
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Engagement 

Upstream 

1.5 degrees engagement activities with upstream value 

chain activities reported high no no 

Downstream 

1.5 degrees engagement activities with downstream 

value chain activities reported high no no 

Direct  

1.5 degrees engagement activities with policy makers 

activities reported high no no 

Indirect  

1.5 degrees engagement activities within industry 

associations activities reported high no no 

Escalation 

Serious escalation activities if engagement at each level 

is not effective reported medium no no 

Just transition 

Planning 

Strategy, monitoring and activities to mitigate adverse 

impacts on workforce and communities reported high no . 

Participatory 

Transition plan developed with affected workers, 

communities and stakeholders medium no . 

Biosphere 

Nature 

Strategy to mitigate adverse impacts on and adapt to 

changes in the natural environment and the provision of 

ecosystem services defined medium no . 

Deforestation Activities to halt deforestation by 2025 reported high no . 

Biodiversity Activities to halt biodiversity loss by 2030 reported medium no . 

Water 

Activities to reduce water consumption and pollution 

reported medium no . 

 

Table 4: Strategy: Indicators, requirements, priorities, and red flag triggers.  
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Item Requirement Priority 

External 

consistency 

red flag 

trigger 

Internal 

consistency 

red flag 

trigger 

Tracking 

Emissions 

Absolute scope 1 GHG emissions scope 1 reported top . no 

Absolute scope 2 GHG emissions scope 2 reported top . no 

Absolute scope 3 GHG emissions scope 3 reported top . no 

Coverage 

Coverage scope 3 categories and reasons for exclusions 

explained high . no 

Intensity scope 1 GHG intensity scope 1 reported medium . no 

Intensity scope 2 GHG intensity scope 2 reported medium . no 

Intensity scope 3 GHG intensity scope 3 reported medium . no 

Progress 

Interim targets Annual progress against net zero targets reported top . no 

Trend absolute 

scope 1 Absolute GHG emissions scope 1 past 5 years reported medium . no 

Trend absolute 

scope 2 Absolute GHG emissions scope 2 past 5 years reported medium . no 

Trend absolute 

scope 3 Absolute GHG emissions scope 3 past 5 years reported medium . no 

Trend intensity 

scope 1 GHG intensity scope 1 past 5 years declining medium . no 

Trend intensity 

scope 2 GHG intensity scope 2 past 5 years declining medium . no 

Trend intensity 

scope 3 GHG intensity scope 3 past 5 years declining medium . no 

Drivers 

Drivers of GHG changes reported: divestments, mergers 

and acquisitions, technology investments high . no 

Deforestation Annual progress against deforestation targets reported medium . no 

Capex 

Aligned Amount of climate aligned capex reported high . no 

Transition Amount of climate transition capex reported medium . no 

Misaligned Amount of climate misaligned capex reported medium . no 

Innovation 

Aligned Amount of climate aligned R&D reported medium . no 

Transition Amount of climate transition R&D reported medium . no 

Misaligned Amount of climate misaligned R&D reported medium . no 

Revenues 

Aligned Amount of climate aligned revenues reported medium . no 

Transition Amount of climate transition revenues reported medium . no 

Misaligned Amount of climate misaligned revenues reported medium . no 
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Engagement 

Direct  

Corporate climate policy positions and lobbying activities 

reported high . no 

Indirect  Membership in trade associations reported high . no 

Alignment 

Alignment of transition plan with trade association's 

lobbying assessed and reported medium . no 

Engagements Up- and downstream engagement activities reported medium . no 

Escalations Up- and downstream escalation activities reported medium . no 

 

Table 5: Tracking: Indicators, requirements, priorities, and red flag triggers.  
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4. Next Steps  

 

This concept note focused on the design of easy to use red flag indicators for a scalable 

first assessment of transition plans to help prevent greenwashing. It is not a comprehensive 

guide to address the issue of directing financial resources to the sectors enabling the transition 

to a low-carbon economy. In addition, it does not touch upon the issue of the need for granular 

country-sector assessments to fully assess ambition and transition risks of a company. As a 

consequence, many aspects, although extremely important, are not included. They should be 

addressed by users in the engagement phase of the assessment.  

 

For instance, we abstract from the discussion about new financial instruments that can be 

used to finance green projects. A relevant example in this context is provided by tokenized 

green bonds. Tokenization is a pivotal process involving the conversion of tangible real-world 

assets, including physical green assets such as hydropower plants or rights, into digital tokens 

that can be represented and traded on a blockchain or distributed ledger system (DLT). Asset 

tokenization has the potential to overcome some of the infrastructure limitations in traditional 

finance. It enables creating a secondary market where fractional ownership of assets can be 

traded, and information may be shared in real-time. Particularly relevant in our context is the 

greater transparency offered by these new financial instruments as all transactions on a 

blockchain are accessible to the network's participants. 

 

Another important limitation of the suggested framework is the absence of region- and 

sector specific considerations and scenarios. Clearly, some of the indicators will be more 

relevant for companies in a given sector compared to companies in other sectors. Other important 

dimensions of heterogeneity the current approach fails to capture are related to companies 

location, size and asset classes. Sector-specific assessment approaches have for example been 

undertaken by the Oxford Sustainable Finance Group or WWF Germany. To enhance ambition 

assessments of across transition plans, standardised region-sector scenarios for transition plan 

assessments would also be helpful, and are currently explored in various research projects.  

 

Finally, the current focus is on climate-related transition plans. The latter should be 

extended to more deeply cover broader environmental dimensions such as biodiversity, water 

and deforestation (see e.g. WWF’s Nature in Transition Plans). Similarly, the inclusion of 

additional indicators to capture adaptation, circular economy and other social aspects would 

improve the accuracy of the assessment based on the red flag approach. 

 

In a second phase of the project, we will road test the concept and apply it to actual 

companies. To this end, we will (1) extract transition plans from corporate communications (using 

our ClimateBert algorithm in conjunction with our new ChatReport tool), and (2) compare these 

claims to third party information, to assess the real performance of a company against its rhetoric. 

This analysis will be done with a focus on the oil and gas sector, assessing the difference between 

disclosed transition targets and their asset-level investments (using asset level data from the 

Spatial Finance Initiative and Asset Impact), and their lobbying activities (using the data from 

Influencemap). 

 

https://www.smithschool.ox.ac.uk/news/evaluating-net-zero-transition-plans-emissions-intensive-sectors
https://pathwaystoparis.com/en/tool-box/transformation-perfomance/
https://www.wwf.org.uk/sites/default/files/2023-02/WWF_Nature_In_Transition_Plans_Feb23.pdf
https://arxiv.org/abs/2110.12010
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=4476733
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Appendix 

 

A.1 Indicator table with frequencies 

 

Indicators frequencies in the assessed initiatives’ frameworks. The column “sum” displays the 

number of times the indicators appear in the assessed 28 frameworks. A value of 0.5 has been 

assigned if an indicator is only partially covered by the respective framework, for example by 

being a recommendation amongst others, and not a core required element.  

 

Target  sum 

headline   

commitment climate commitment wording is available 23,5 

specific commitment is not classified as cheap talk by ClimateBERT 0 

absolute absolute emission reduction target defined 22,5 

intensity intensity targets are shown to be aligned with absolute targets 10,5 

ambition   
net zero net zero target defined 19,5 

2050 net zero target achieved no later than 2050 21 

2030 plan for -50% emissions by 2030 5 

coverage   
complete target covers all business activities and subsidiaries 18,5 

scope 1 absolute emissions target for scope 1 defined for min 95% of scope 1 emissions 21 

scope 2 absolute emissions target for scope 2 defined for min 95% of scope 2 emissions 21 

scope 3 absolute emissions target for scope 3 defined for min 95% of scope 3 emissions 19,5 

sum sum of scope targets shown to meet overall target ambition 2,5 

methane separate targets for CO2 and methane defined 6,5 

pathway   

interim  
timebound interim metrics and targets for all scopes for minimum every 5 years with explicit 

baseyear defined 23,5 

science  

interim targets shown to be line with third party verified orderly sector-specific 1.5 degrees 

transition pathways with no or limited overshoot, with frontloaded activity 22 

offsetting   

limited 
no interim target reliance on offsets and carbon credits and minimal net zero offsetting reliance 

(only for unabatable residual emissions) 14 

permanent 

if use carbon offsets consistently with previous indicator: will use (only) from additional, 

permanent third-party verified technological carbon removal projects, permanent third-party 

verified emission avoidance projects or third-party verified natural carbon removals 11 
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governance  sum 

structure   
organisation climate governance structure defined 18 

mainstreaming 
mainstreaming of plan in overall strategy, risk management, decision-making, processes, 

policies and resource allocation 11 

skills   
board board-level competence on climate ensured 10 

needs available skills and additional capacity needs to implement targets defined 8 

training strategy and training to close requirement gaps defined 9 

inhouse 
inhouse skills are maintained and sustainability is not majorly outsourced to external 

consultancies 0 

accountability   
board board climate oversight, mandate, target setting responsibility and terms of reference defined 17 

oversight quarterly review of activities by board to track about progress against targets ensured 11,5 

executive executive oversight and target accountability structure defined 15,5 

management management responsibilities for target implementation defined 12,5 

incentives   
culture target-supporting culture in HR and leadership implemented 6 

remuneration 
significant percentage of executive management remuneration is linked to progress against 

and achievement of transition plan interim targets 16 

misalignment climate misaligned and fossil fuel support executive management incentives are reported 6 

transparency   

disclosure 
annual GHG inventory, strategy, targets and activities / TCFD disclosure, integrated in or 

available alongside mainstream filings publicly disclosed 14 

assurance level of assurance and verification of disclosed plan and statements disclosed 6 

consistency organisational boundary consistent with organisatory boundary used in financial accounting 4,5 

definitions definition for climate aligned, transition, misaligned explained 3,5 

 

Strategy  sum 

management   

business 
business, product and service strategy with activities, resources and decommissioning to 

implement target aligned 22,5 

production strategy for production process changes to fulfil interim targets defined 16 

quantification subtargets in KPIs quantified 17 

sensitivity 
scenario envelopes inform targets and sensitivity analysis to test strategic and operational 

resilience reported 16 

assumptions 
strategy assumptions and feasibility requirements: policies, technological change, client 

and consumer demand, physical impacts reported 12,5 

high carbon    

exploration 
strategy for immediate stop of support for additional fossil fuel exploration and supply 

(extend fields and new field discoveries) defined 11,5 
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supply 
strategy for decommissioning and canceling of support for new or existing fossil fuel 

exploration and supply infrastructure defined 5,5 

demand strategy to phase out all unabated own fossil fuel use and carbon emitting assets defined 15,5 

low carbon    

demand strategy for scaling up own renewable energy procurement and consumption defined 15 

supply strategy for scaling up renewable energy investments and supply defined 15 

solutions strategy for scaling up investments in climate solutions technologies defined 14,5 

balance sheet   
opex strategy for opex targets to fulfil interim targets defined 13,5 

capex strategy for capex targets to fulfil interim targets defined 16,5 

revenues strategy for net zero aligned / "green" revenues targets defined 15 

r&d strategy for alignment of R&D with net zero targets defined 13 

engagement   
upstream 1.5 degrees engagement strategy with upstream value chain activities strategy defined 18,5 

downstream 1.5 degrees engagement strategy with downstream value chain activities strategy defined 18,5 

direct  1.5 degrees engagement strategy with policy makers activities strategy defined 17 

indirect  1.5 degrees engagement strategy within industry associations activities strategy defined 17 

escalation serious escalation strategies if engagement at each level is not effective strategy defined 3,5 

just transition   

planning 
strategy, monitoring and activities to mitigate adverse impacts on workforce and 

communities defined 12,5 

participatory plan developed with affected workers, communities and stakeholders 5,5 

biosphere   

nature 
mitigate adverse impacts on and adapt to changes in the natural environment and the 

provision of ecosystem services strategy defined 13 

deforestation activities to halt deforestation by 2025 defined 11,5 

biodiversity activities to halt biodiversity loss by 2030 defined 8 

water activities to reduce water consumption and pollution defined 7 

 

tracking  sum 

emissions   

absolute scope 1 GHG emissions scope 1 reported 16,5 

absolute scope 2 GHG emissions scope 2 reported 16,5 

absolute scope 3 GHG emissions scope 3 reported 16 

scope 3 categories coverage scope 3 categories and reasons for exclusions explained 7 

intensity scope 1 GHG intensity scope 1 reported 10,5 

intensity scope 2 GHG intensity scope 2 reported 10,5 

intensity scope 3 GHG intensity scope 3 reported 10 

progress   
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interim targets annual progress against net zero targets reported 14 

trend absolute 

scope 1 absolute GHG emissions scope 1 past 5 years reported 5,5 

trend absolute 

scope 2 absolute GHG emissions scope 2 past 5 years reported 5,5 

trend absolute 

scope 3 absolute GHG emissions scope 3 past 5 years reported 5,5 

trend intensity 

scope 1 GHG intensity scope 1 past 5 years declining 7 

trend intensity 

scope 2 GHG intensity scope 2 past 5 years declining 6 

trend intensity 

scope 3 GHG intensity scope 3 past 5 years declining 6 

drivers 
internal and external drivers of GHG changes reported, covering divestments, mergers 

and acquisitions, technology investments 6,5 

deforestation annual progress against deforestation targets reported 4,5 

capex   

aligned Amount of climate aligned capex reported 10,5 

transition Amount of climate transition capex reported 8,5 

misaligned Amount of climate misaligned capex reported 9 

innovation   

aligned Amount of climate aligned R&D reported 3 

transition Amount of climate transition R&D reported 3 

misaligned Amount of climate misaligned R&D reported 3 

revenues   

aligned Amount of climate aligned revenues reported 3 

transition Amount of climate transition revenues reported 3 

misaligned Amount of climate misaligned revenues reported 3 

engagement   

direct  corporate climate policy positions and lobbying activities reported 10 

indirect  membership in trade associations reported 10 

interest  alignment transition plan with trade association's lobbying reported 9 

engagements corporate / peer engagement activities reported 1 

escalations escalation activities reported 1 

 


